Custom Covers & Commercial Furniture

SHOPPING MALLS
AIRPORTS
MUSEUMS
& MORE!

EQUIP inc
YOUR SPACE
YOUR ONE STOP RESOURCE!

Equip opened in 2000 manufacturing custom sewn products and found a niche fabricating custom covers for merchandise display units.

Having established a solid reputation working with malls we began offering tenant seating to shopping malls as well and further expanded to offering a full array of commercial furniture and accessories for many different public space environments.

To date we’ve worked with over 600 malls, many of the leading display manufactures and retailers as well as local restaurants and commercial spaces and we’d love to work with you!

Let us know how we can assist with your project. We specialize in offering custom solutions to fit your space.
Specialty Leasing Products
Merchandise Display & Equipment Covers
Logo Printing/Fabric Options
Accessories

Public Space Furniture & Accessories
Furniture Sourcing Made Easy
Chairs
Barstools

Furniture Recommendations
Lounge Seating
Indoor/Outdoor Benches/Accessories
Booth Seating
Acoustic Solutions
Indoor/Outdoor Live Walls
Common Area Planters
Commercial Grade Umbrellas
Tables/Bases/Tops
Litter/Recycling Containers
Product Grouping

Signage/Graphics

Home Goods
SPECIALTY LEASING PRODUCTS

CART COVERS

TENANT SEATING

ACCESSORIES
MERCHANDISE DISPLAY & EQUIPMENT COVERS

Equip offers the best, longest lasting covers in both standard and custom sizes to fit all sizes and configurations of display units.

RMU AND KIOSK COVERS
We design/manufacture covers to fit any size/style/brand of RMU or Kiosk on the market. Available in several color and fabric options as well as custom logo imprinting upon request for branding.

FIXTURE AND POINT OF PURCHASE COVERS
If you have a fixture display or point of purchase unit that needs a custom cover we can make custom over the top covers that will prevent dust, debris and loss of merchandise. Fabric variety includes indoor and outdoor options.

MODULAR DISPLAY COVERS
If you need custom covers that are adjustable to accommodate various configurations we can do it! Just let us know what the parameters / configuration possibilities of your units are and we’ll figure out the best/most efficient and economical cover design.

EQUIPMENT COVERS
If you need a custom cover to protect any type of equipment – whether indoor or outdoor we can offer a solution. If the thing you need covered is proprietary we can work just from dimensions or a mock up. We’re easy! Just let us know what you need and we’ll figure out the best cover design for the application.

WRAP AROUND  OVER THE TOP  REDEVELOPMENT  KIOSKS
COVER INFO

PRICING
Covers are priced based on the dimensions of your display(s), and the materials required (i.e. security cables versus grommets). We offer quantity discounts as well.
To ensure accurate sizing, Equip asks that customers provide line drawings or schematics. If you do not have those available, please complete an RMU Measurement Guide, and an Eyelet or Grommet Measurement Guide. These forms can be found on our website and are also available upon inquiry. This helps us ensure the best fit for your unit!

SIZING
All we need are the dimensions and/or a drawing of your display in order to provide an accurate quote and fabricate your cover(s). If we have any questions or need additional measurements we'll let you know before we begin any work. We do NOT need to have the display/equipment on-site in order to fabricate your covers! (We're pretty good at this and have been making custom covers from measurements and drawings for almost 20 years!).

REPAIRS
Equip will repair any cover, regardless of make or model. Cover repairs improve the appearance of your covers and extend their lifespan. We can offer a free repair cost estimate before beginning any repair work. All Equip covers include a 90 day free from manufacturers defect warranty. Equip will cover the cost to repair or replace any cover deemed defective whether due to material or fabrication during the 90 day warranty period.

REPAIR COST
Prices are based on labor time plus cost of materials. Simply ship your damaged cover(s) to us and we will repair damaged zippers, compromised fabric, and cable assemblies. We can invoice you for any repairs made, or we can provide an estimate before starting repair work. We can repair as many or as few items as you would like!

REPLACEMENT PARTS
We are happy to provide any cables, zippers, locks, grommets, eyelets, and storage bags upon request. Just let us know what you need!

WARRANTIES
If you purchased your covers from us recently, please send a copy of the purchase invoice with the repair shipment to qualify under our cover repair warranty. Our warranty on new cover purchases provides for 50% off any necessary repairs for one (1) full year from the date of purchase.
INDOOR FABRICS
Equip, Inc. stocks several indoor use fabrics which are time tested and meet all required safety codes including Fire Retardant materials requirements. Mills specs/documentation available. We carry lightweight and heavier weight fabrics with several color options to select from. Custom colors and custom fabrics available upon request.

OUTDOOR FABRICS
We offer some great material options for outdoor application. In addition to being water resistant, these outdoor fabrics are UV/Mold/Mildew resistant and designed to stand up to repeat use in inclement weather.

CUSTOM FABRIC/COLORS
Our stock fabrics are outstanding options but if you need a custom color and/or a specific type of fabric just let us know. If it’s available, we can source it!

CUSTOM LOGO PRINTING
Equip can print your logo onto your covers upon request. This is a cost-effective way to promote your brand. We can print logos and images onto the fabric in a wide range of sizes. Below are a few samples of custom logos we have done for customers.
FEATURES, ACCESSORIES, EXTRAS

Equip covers are built to last! The difference is in the fabrication and the materials. Equip covers include:

- Oversized commercial grade YKK Zippers
- Steel Core Nylon Coated Security Cables
- Convenient Self Storage Bags sewn to the covers
- F.R. treated fabrics that meet all required FR safety codes!!
- Clearly labeled parts showing Top, Bottom, Side of cover making our covers easy to install in order to save time.

We also offer the following accessories for added convenience:

- High Reach Hooks – make it easy to install and remove tall covers
- Keyed Alike Locks for your or your tenant’s convenience.
- Loaner/rental covers – if you need covers repaired and/or need covers for a temporary exhibit we can help.
PUBLIC SPACE FURNITURE
If you have a specific furniture requirement in mind that you do not see in our catalog let us know and we can help source it for you! Simply give us a call or send us an email with a description or ideally a photo of the style you’re looking for. Our goal is to provide you with top quality public space furniture at great prices and to earn your repeat business. We invite you to utilize our free commercial furniture sourcing services to simplify the sourcing process for you!

In the following pages you will find a condensed selection of furniture we are able to source. The legend below will help guide you along in showing what each piece of furniture has to offer. Again, if you cannot find something you’re looking for please let us know and we will be happy to source it for you and deliver it at a great price!

**LEGEND**

- **QS** QUICKSHIP ITEM
- **VF** AVAILABLE IN VARIOUS FINISHES
- **CU** CUSTOMIZABLE OPTIONS
- **W10** NUMBER OF YEARS WARRANTIED
- **$$$$** GENERAL PRICING GUIDELINE
- SUSTAINABLE MATERIAL
- POPULAR ITEM

* Please Note: The pricing guideline is generalized according to each classification of product and are subject to change at any time with the manufacturing company. Please double check with us prior to making a decision for the most current information.
PUBLIC SPACE CHAIRS

EYSBF MS802C

EYSBF JA601BS-NT

EYSBF SA21476OR

EYSBF DV360BL

EYSBF 134
CHAIRS

EYSE 161
W3 QS CU $$

EYSE 1004
W3 QS CU $$

EYSE MET-05S
W1 VF $

EYSE 116
W3 QS VF $

EYSE 169
W3 QS VF $

EYSE PH02CGRTK-5G
W1 VF CU $$
CHAIRS

- EYSBF 2161C-SB
- EYSBF SWC304CW
- EYSBF PH102CTK/PH101BTK/LONGPORT
- EYSBF 2161C-SB
- EYSF 50
- EYSH DEN

719-599-0300
CHAIRS

EYSBF SWC305CW
WI CU $

EYSBF SWC301
WI CU $

EYSH BU
WI VF CU $$

EYSH CARO
WI VF $$

EYSFU MANCHESTER
WIO CU $$$

EYSBF SWC302
WI CU $

www.equipinc.com
Many styles offer options for materials, fabric patterns, padding and more. Please feel free to contact us directly for help in finding exactly what you need for your space.
PUBLIC SPACE BARSTOOLS

EYSBF LWB-680
WI CU $

EYSF BB
WI VF $$$

EYSBF 2520B-SB
WI VF $

EYSBF JS33CASH-SB/ 2510BASH-CL
W3 QS VF $$$

719-599-0300
BARSTOOLS

EYSE 128
W3 QS VF $$$

EYSE 1205
W3 QS VF $$

EYSBF DV380TS
W1 CU $$

EYSE 1207
W3 QS VF $$$

EYSE SIMONA
W5 VF $$

EYSE 164
W3 QS VF $$

www.equipinc.com
BARSTOOLS

EYSBF JA601BS-NT
WI CU $$

EYSBF JA602BS-BL
WI CU $$

EYSFU NOV-2198
WIO CU $$$

EYSFA 1602
WI CU $$$

EYSBF JS33BASH-SB
WI CU $$

EYSFA R820-2
WI CU $$$
BARSTOOLS

EYSH RE-B
WI VF CU $$

EYSHF MANCHESTER
WIO CU $$$

EYSH SO-B
WI VF CU $$

EYSSW 7048-2
WI CU $$$

719-599-0300
We purchased 4 barstools from Equip for our RMU’s and they are excellent. Great workmanship and great customer service. Thanks again for doing business with us.

—Spotsylvania Towne Center
INDOOR RECOMMENDATIONS

EYSGR 533 / Orbit

EYSE 1205
OUTDOOR RECOMMENDATIONS

EYSW WI9119C / WI2G32C

EYSW SU9118P / SUH38P
PUBLIC SPACE LOUNGE SEATING

EYSSW U658
WI CU $$$

EYSSW U661
WI VF $$$

EYSSW U655
WI VF $$$

WHITE PLAINS INSTALLATION

EYSSW U654
WI VF $$$
LOUNGE SEATING

EYSBE P106  WI  VF  $$

EYSA 506-03  WV  VF  $$

EYSBE MESA  WI  VF  $$$

EYSE 6420N  W3  VF  $$$

EYSBF PH6102BL  WI  CU  $$$

EYSA 388-03  WV  VF  $$
INDOOR & OUTDOOR BENCHES

EYSE U397
W3 QS $$

EYSE U340B
W3 QS $$

EYSE U304
W3 QS CU $$

EYSGFC NOVA C Series

EYSH AM
W3 VF $$

719-599-0300
BOOTH SEATING

EYSFA WB
WI  CU  $$

EYSFA BZ
WI  CU  $$

EYSFA M592
WI  CU  $$$

EYST MAX

EYSFA WEL
WI  CU  $$$
ACOUSTIC LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

EYSGFC 130
W5 CU VF $$$$  

EYSGFC 230
W5 CU VF $$$$  

EYSGFC 130
W5 CU VF $$$  

EYSGFC 130CL
W5 CU VF $$$  

EYSGFC 400

www.equipinc.com
COMMERCIAL GRADE UMBRELLAS

EYST MAX-CR

EYST MAX-SC

EYST GMAX

EYST 925

EYST 980

EYST GMAX

www.equipinc.com
TABLES

EYSFA PHTB16SQBLU/ES2430

EYSFL SPUN TOP/AL-1805

EYSE 803

EYSFA 7100/ R814

EYSFA 7700

EYSE 803

EYSFA 7700

EYSFA 7700
TABLE BASES

EYSEBF ADELE

EYSEBF MARGATE

EYSEBF TRAVIS

EYSEBF STILETTO

EYSE 1364

EYSE 902HB, S
It was an absolute pleasure doing business with you. I will recommend Equip, Inc. to anyone I know that is in need of the services you provide.

-Marist College
LITTER & RECYCLING BINS

EYSW GV300G
W5  VF  $$

EYSW FR500R
W5  VF  $$

EYSW TK3F33P
W5  CU  $$$

EYSW LR/ FR

EYSW TM3B41C
W5  VF  $$
PRODUCT GROUPING

- EYSFL CN-450S
- EYSFL TATAMI-COCOA
- EYSFL DRIFTWOOD TABLE TOP
- EYSFL CON-03S
- EYSFL VINTAGE PINE TABLE TOP
- EYSFL OLD PINE TABLE TOP
- EYSFL RV KALINA LOUNGE
- EYSFL SEASIDE TABLE TOP
- EYSFL OLD PINE TABLE TOP
- EYSFL TATAMI-COCOA
- EYSFL DRIFTWOOD TABLE TOP
- EYSFL CON-03S
- EYSFL VINTAGE PINE TABLE TOP
- EYSFL OLD PINE TABLE TOP
- EYSFL RV KALINA LOUNGE
- EYSFL SEASIDE TABLE TOP
WINDOW & WALL GRAPHICS

Equip offers custom window graphics and wall barrier signs with full graphic treatments. Our prices are very competitive and our signs are satisfaction guaranteed. Whether you have a new store opening in your shopping center and need a “coming soon” signage or a high resolution photo quality artwork sign, Equip can offer you the right look at the right price. Our signs are custom made to your window or wall dimensions to ensure a perfect fit. They are applied like large stickers. We recommend spraying a little water on the window first then applying the sign so you can move it into the right place before it adheres. They are very easy to apply and we can walk you through the process over the phone.

BRAND RECOGNITION

Advertising with banners and signage can increase your revenue, and we can help! Our current customers use custom signage in small quantities for renovation projects (“Under Construction” & “Coming Soon!”) and seasonal promotions and in large quantities for festivals and special events! No matter the scope of your project, Equip Inc. is your solution.

TYPES OF GRAPHICS

• Shopping Center Inline Store Window Graphics
• Shopping Center Store Barrier Graphics and Signage
• Common Area Banners
• Seasonal Signage
• Event Banners
• Promotional Signage
• Pole Banners
• Cosmetic Drapings
• Building Signage
EQUIP YOUR SPACE

We offer:
· Fitness Machine Covers
· Fire Pit Covers
· Outdoor Kitchen Covers
· Washer and Dryer Covers
· Custom Covers!
WE ARE PROUD TO PARTNER WITH

BFM Seating
Beaufurn
Falcon
Emu
FurnitureLab
Holsag
SW Shelby Williams
Suite Plants
Tuuuci
W